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The pharmaceutical value chain works on a global level.
Raw- and starting materials are mostly sourced in lower cost
countries, led by China and India. Advanced intermediates,
special compounds and APIs are often made in Europe, the
USA and Japan. In the last 20 years, China and India have
risen as pharmaceutical hubs, and high-end providers are
competing with Western companies.
From the answers of the Panel Discussion, MarketChemica has
prepared an analysis of the importance of important aspects of the
participants. These results are shown in the boxes of this Special Edition.
At the end of 2019, these main trends are described in the
CDMO ﬁeld:
•
•
•

•
•

•
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•

The US Government started pushing on « made in the
USA» with the aim to bring back manufacturing and
create more jobs, for example in the automotive industry,
where BMW decided to invest in US manufacturing lines;
how will this affect the pharma chain? Does it make
sense to produce mature APIs again in the USA?
A number of European CDMO’s have acquired or set up
CROs and manufacturing plants in North America (Olon
with Olon-Ricerca ; F.I.S. with Delmar Chemicals, Montreal ;
Dipharma with Kalexsyn, Kalamazoo; Hovione as pioneer
with its East-Windsor site; Flamma with the recent acquisition
of Teva Labs in Malvern, PA, and the list is not exhaustive);

THEN, IN FEBRUARY 2020, COVID-19 STARTS TO HIT!
•
•
•

Lockdown of manufacturing plants in Hubei Province;
Workers cannot travel back to their jobs due to
quarantine and lockdown of travelling;
Logistics and Transportation are affected (truck drivers
blocked; seaports blocked);
Travel restrictions are imposed, auditing and inspections
are not anymore possible;

•
New molecules for special therapies and personalized
medicine (Sources IQVIA, CPA);
Smaller volumes but higher value;
Number of small molecules does not diminish,
while biological molecules and personalized
therapies are growing;
Multinational pharmaceutical customers have
consolidated supplier circles, difﬁcult to enter;
Trend to move production back to Europe
and the USA from China and India due to an
unpredictable regulatory and compliance
environment in these countries; the US-China
trade war, increased environmental scrutiny
of Chinese authorities and the disruption of
supply chains for a number of products due
to closures of manufacturing plants; however,
many chemistries and products cannot be
made in Europe anymore, and Asian providers
will remain an important factor;
New technologies are entering API production
such as ﬂow-chem, higher automation levels,
Market Perception in CDMO - Our participants of the Panel see their target markets
Industry 4.0; compared to other industries –
almost equally for Highly Potent APIs, a field which per se is again subdivided into
many sectors such as cytostatics/cytotoxics, steroids or analgesics, Pre-Clinical
like automotive - API production is still « old
and Clinical projects, Custom Manufacturing and – Synthesis, Small Molecule APIs.
fashioned » using mainly batch mode for
In fact, HPAPI’s are described as one of the main trends in the CDMO arena, and
almost each CDMO provider has integrated this technology.
synthesis;
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•

Essential and lifesaving drugs in shortage (i.e. Propofol
for patients which need respirators);
The Indian government orders a total lockout, which
is again lifted for essential industries such as pharma;
But pharma production has to continue, and the
industry adapts to the exceptional situation;
Outlook to get the virus under control varies from 12
to 24 months;

•

In the meantime, hundreds of thousands of death cases have
to be deplored and double digit millions have been positively
tested, still counting, with a large occult number of cases, are
reported worldwide (August 2020);
We are ﬁnding ourselves in a worldwide emergency, where
the pharma industry needs to go on and to provide drugs
and vaccines against Coronavirus in addition to “regular”
manufacturing.

•

•
•
•

Covid-19 has deﬁnitely accelerated latent issues in
Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Management. Especially in
CDMO, the « just-in-time » concept has been established,
for example to reduce raw and starting material
inventories (Working Capital), such cost can be 30 – 40%
or more of total cost for an API, cost to be anticipated by
the manufacturer; “lean” seems not always be the best
approach;

•

•

•

The availability of essential drugs needs to be rethought to be ready for a new crisis; we remember
that about every 5 – 7 years a global crisis, such
as financial, political or pandemics (SARS, bird flu)
occurs;
Of course, the same product made in Europe will cost
more than if made in lower cost countries, are pharma
customers prepared to pay this premium in favor of a
more sustainable supply chain?
Cost should not anymore remain the only or major driver
for new drugs, especially in the ﬁeld of APIs where the
price paid for an API is totally detached from the ﬁnal
price of a new drug (typical example anti Hepatitis C
drugs);
Quality, HSE and Corporate Social Responsibility need
to be standardized on a global level despite political
differences (level playing ﬁeld) which is not the case
today; there are still big differences between the triad
countries USA, Europe and Japan, and emerging
economies such as India and China.
Still, the large part of the world population has no
sufﬁcient access to affordable drugs. Apart from new
molecules for therapies in richer countries, ultra-low-cost
drugs are needed to treat poorer people. This calls for
new manufacturing technologies, since existing processes

While many people say that the Supply Chain
Management (SCM) has become global, a strong
dependence of China and India has developed
until today. If a particular raw material at the
very beginning of the manufacturing chain is
not available because it is made by only 1 or 2
producers, and such producers are based in one
country, the entire chain is affected. With the
experiences and drug shortages in the ﬁrst half of
2020, governments and lobbyists started discussing
the production of essential drugs nationally.
How will our industry move forward with the
ongoing mainstreams and the particular Covid-19
situation?
•

•

Safe and efficient vaccines and antiCovid-19 drugs are needed to contain the
spread and immunize populations, making
them affordable globally; this will take at
least between 6 and 12 months or even
longer, according to specialists in the field;
We need to continue to work under special
conditions to protect the operators and
staff from infection until vaccines will be
available and efficient;

Key Success Factors - Very interestingly, more than 50 % of the answers identify Supply
Chain Management (SCM) as critical and important Key Success Factor, besides High
Quality, Regulatory Skills and Reliability, the latter being givens for a serious CDMO.
From more detailed discussions, our providers either have a strong Supply Chain
Organization or on the contrary need to reinforce this function. Increased scrutiny
of Chinese environmental and safety agencies and the subsequent closure of raw
material manufacturers have led to the disruption of supplies. Moreover, often, even
important raw materials are single-sourced which exposes the CDMO to shortages and
inability to guarantee deliverables versus their clients. Even more so, the importance of
SCM has been stressed out by the impact of COVID-19.
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(batch mode) cannot create more competitive
conditions. Where is innovation happening today?
Still in the USA, Europe and Japan for the larger
part, i.e. the impulse for new manufacturing (and
distribution) systems must come from those countries
that can afford and invest in future technologies,
in collaboration with partners and governments in
poorer countries where these drugs are needed.
It seems that at present, the USA do not have a
clear strategy, while China has deﬁned its targets in
the actual 5-year plan, where the pharmaceutical
industry is mentioned as part of China’s strive for
technology leadership.
In this very complex scenario, pharmaceutical-chemical
providers try to ﬁnd their way. There are about 3’500 Fine
Chemicals companies on a global level, of which about
200 – 250 are the high-end producers relevant to pharma
customers; most of these Fine Chemicals companies
are based in Europe, the USA and in Japan, some of
them in India and China. According to the CPA study
“Challenges, Opportunities and Growth in the Stormy APIs
Market», of the Chemical & Pharmaceutical Association,
based in Milan, Italy (2018), the accessible market for
CDMO’s is about US$ 53 Bio.; where single large providers
such as Lonza, DSM and others are not keeping major
market shares, i.e. market share is not relevant, since the
“ecosystem” of Fine Chemicals companies is populated
by many small- and mid-sized members.

COVID-19 and Supply Chain - It is evident from the experience of all our Panel
Participants that COVID-19 impacted strongly on their supply chains, and we are far
away from having the issue under control. “Supply Chain” and “Sourcing Measures”
dominate this graph. While the contagion of the virus in China seems to be more or
less under control, India is still experiencing a strong growth of the spread (August
2020). The same can be observed for market areas such as the USA and countries in
Latin America. Both the availability of raw and starting materials and logistics have
impacted the supplies for CDMO’s. For example, during the Spring Festival holiday in
China, many workers returned to their places of origin and where not able anymore
to return to their workplaces because of the lockdown. The same happened in
India. From personal interviews, most of the businesses seem not to have suffered
major negative impacts for ongoing and new business in CDMO however. Even
beyond COVID-19, which should be under control within the next 12 – 24 months,
the topic “Supply Chain Management” and “Business Continuity” will prevail in order
to be prepared for the next crisis, the nature of which we do not know today.

All sizes are needed, we believe that this is in the interest of
the pharmaceutical industry, SME’s are more ﬂexible, often
privately owned and less focused on short-term shareholder
value, but with a long-term view. SME’s also cover niche areas.
Our industry is strongly dependent on the initiatives of its
participants, heavily regulated by national and international
authorities. Serving the pharmaceutical industry and as a
consequence the patient, entrepreneurship, talent and
dedication to our work are typical characteristics of the Fine
Chemicals community.

To prosper in the future, a stronger support for renewal
and innovation by governments and regulatory authorities
will be key to maintain the health of the pharma-chem
community, which has become more difﬁcult today due to
the controversy between China and the USA. But our industry
has shown that it can cope with exceptional circumstances
like Covid-19, adapt and maintain operations, and still to
innovate and improve and doing economically well.
We think, the future of the pharma-chemical industry still looks bright.
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Julie Risdon, Director Pharma Solutions and
Products - Albemarle Corporation

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
The Fine Chemistry Services division of Albemarle focuses
on custom development and U.S. manufacturing of
APIs, advanced intermediates, RSMs and generic APIs
that support the global demand of preclinical, clinical
and commercial pharmaceutical drug substances. The
outsourcing trend for highly capable and reliable R&D and
custom manufacturing services continues to be strong
especially domestically.
WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
Over the past decade we have seen a slow shift in the
priority given to reliable, high quality, and sustainable EHS
suppliers when making sourcing decisions. Price is still a
signiﬁcant factor but not to the exclusion of the reliability
and sustainability of the supply chain. The need for
heightened oversight and clear, transparent communication
is critical for success as the industry faces potential supply
interruption risks.
WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
We have closely monitored these shifts in importance and
have correspondingly moved to meet those needs by
expanding our capabilities into custom RSM development
and manufacturing. We have also focused on increasing
our market presence to ensure the industry is aware of our
40 years of history in custom manufacturing. Our core values
to meet the needs of our customers with the highest levels of
reliability, quality and execution has never wavered.

Jeff Butler, President AMPAC Fine Chemicals an SK pharmteco Company

I believe our ability to communicate our past successes as
well as our continued outstanding quality compliance and
reliability record as a U.S. manufacturing organization sets
us apart.
DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
While no one could have predicted the COVID-19
pandemic, Albemarle’s Fine Chemistry business has met
the challenge head-on. The environmental initiatives in
China in recent years spurred us to take a focused look
at our supply chain and identify and mitigate potential
risks. Those exercises have served us well through this
challenging time. I think the US Pharma industry as
a whole will continue to realize and mitigate supply
chain risks associated with an overreliance on overseas
manufacturers. Albemarle’s early work in this space has
positioned us for continued success.
We continue to collaborate with our customers to meet
their ongoing needs through online meetings, virtual site
tours and more.
WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND
POSSIBLE SET BACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK
OCCUR?
I expect to see increased focus from current and potential
new partners looking to implement their risk mitigation
strategies. We will continue to exercise our security of
supply strategy including redundant sourcing, appropriate
inventory strategy, close communication with suppliers/
customers and appropriate sourcing arrangements to
reliably meet our customer’s ongoing demand. Through
continual monitoring of the markets around the world and
implementing risk mitigation strategies when the leading
indicators present themselves, we are well positioned to help
our customers navigate this difﬁcult time.

continue to oversee supply lines and supply chains.
To date, our sector is performing well, but we have taken
measures to ensure uninterrupted supply. The rapid response
of our teams has enabled SK pharmteco to achieve
uninterrupted operations throughout the COVID-19 crisis.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
COVID-19 has become a cataclysmic event globally.
The safety of our people will always be our ﬁrst priority.
Each of SK pharmteco’s 3 business entities is operating
within the guidelines mandated in their particular areas.
From a manufacturing perspective, we are experienced
in operating in high-containment areas. Our workforce
is highly experienced at applying PPE and other safety
measures necessary to ensure safe operations. As needed,
we have made additional modiﬁcations, such as shift
changes and personnel ﬂows, to ensure that proper social
distancing is maintained.

We are involved in a number of projects designed to support
the pharma industry and the development of potential
COVID-19 therapeutics. Included is a strategic relationship
with a US-based, public beneﬁt drug manufacturing
corporation, to address potential shortages of essential
medicines in the United States, including medicines for the
COVID-19 pandemic response.

It is key to maintain our workforce safe and engaged to
ensure that the continuous supply of essential drugs is
available for patients around the world. To that end, we

Once successful in developing effective therapies and
vaccines, how we move forward will become crucial. We will
need to ﬁnd solutions that ensure the continued protection of

SK pharmteco is also supporting clinical trials with existing
drugs that may be potential COVID-19 therapies. Flexibility
has been paramount as volumes are increased and/or
timelines shortened for the production of clinical materials
needed for these trials. We are working closely with customers
to facilitate requirements to enable clinical trials to wipe
aimed at COVID-19.
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our people and ensure that SK pharmteco adjusts to the “new
normal.”
As a service provider, we want to remain open to visits
from our customers so they can witness each of our sites’
abilities to deliver. At the same time, we must make sure
that both our employees and our customers are safe in
the new environment. As restrictions ease, we will continue
to modify our operations, with an eye to the future while
ensuring everyone’s health and safety.
In due course, we will ﬁnd a balance between face-toface and virtual meetings. Our customers must comply
with their own policies with regard to travel and face-toface interactions. We expect to continue to conduct the
majority of our meetings virtually, but will also establish
policies and procedures to enable onsite visits.
Beyond the need to implement new procedures to protect
our people and customers from exposure to the virus,
the pandemic will have broader ramiﬁcations for the
pharmaceutical supply chain. It has shed light on how the
industry is organized from a manufacturing perspective.
Many discussions have been had over the years, but now
the consequences are much more tangible.
Most key raw materials and intermediates used by pharma
companies are produced by suppliers in China, with
ﬁnal drug substances and drug products manufactured
in Europe or the United States. This single supply chain

provides the bulk of medicines consumed around the
world; any major interruption can rapidly lead to shortages
of critical drugs. Efforts have already begun in the US, to
establish an overall integrated, well-understood supply
chain solution. This can ensure the ongoing supply of
medications in the event of future pandemics or other
global crises.
SK pharmteco is well-positioned to participate in such an
integrated supply chain. With manufacturing locations
in South Korea, Ireland, and the United States, our global
footprint provides an integrated solution that many other
CDMOs cannot offer. As regulatory and government
controls change, we intend to further examine the
opportunities created by this necessary reworking of the
pharmaceutical supply chain.
In addition to safety and quality, the happiness of our
employees, neighbors, customers, shareholders, and
regulators is a core value of SK pharmteco. Our focus on
happiness has measurable results: the business runs more
smoothly, grows more rapidly, and helps get needed
medicines to patients more quickly.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, our focus on happiness
has had additional beneﬁts for our employees and
communities. The experiences we have all shared at SK
pharmteco within our individual businesses and particularly
at the site-level have made us stronger. They have also
heightened our focus on social responsibility.

We work with our customers, the ADC technology developer
and design our projects to meet their individual requirements.
Stuart Brown, CEO - Apex Molecular

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
Target Markets
Apex Molecular’s target markets are predominantly preclinical pharma and biotech. Within this we are offering
targeted chemistry services for medicinal chemistry projects
and a specialist offering in high potency chemistry services.
Standard Chemistry
Strong drive on virtual, small and medium sized organisations.
Our services are focused on R&D medicinal chemistry
synthesis across the pre-clinical journey up to clinical
nomination, e.g.
•
Medicinal chemistry - hit to lead and lead optimisation,
targeted libraries
•
Scale up synthesis of cores, building blocks, intermediates etc
•
Scale up development and synthesis for further testing,
e.g. toxicology batches
High Potency Chemistry Services
We also provide specialist high potency synthesis services
mirroring the above applied to cytotoxic small molecules,
with a speciﬁc focus on the antibody drug conjugates
(ADC) market. We have a dedicated high potency facility
with isolator and wet chemistry lab that has a separate
air handling system with a pressure cascade. In this facility
with our specially trained chemists we can handle the most
cytotoxic molecules on small scale.

32

Market Size and Trends
Pre-clinical drug development
Grobal R&D spend ca $170 Billion of which approx. $30 Billion
was outsourced (Kalorama Information, “Outsourcing in Drug
Discovery,” April 2016)
According to Pharma R&D Annual Review 2020 there were
almost 18,000 drugs in development and approx. 5000
companies globally. These numbers have been increasing at
about 6% annually in recent years.
With approx. 6% of these companies headquartered in the
UK, 20% in the rest of Europe and a massive 46% in the USA our
main markets remain strong for continued growth.
ADCs
In 2019 the European Pharmaceutical Review estimated that
the ADC market will be worth $15 Billion by 2030, a compound
annual growth rate of over 20%.
Our global offering also targets the pre-clinical R&D phase
and somewhat mirrors our standard chemistry offering.
With our high potency facility we provide chemistry services to
all the technology developers such as antibody developers,
linker developers and toxin developers.
Segments
Oncology remains the largest therapeutic area with about
one third of all drug in development and increasing at about
8% in the last year.
We have seen this both in our standard chemistry med chem
offering and our ADC services offering. While we are disease
agnostic this is certainly where the centre of gravity is with our
customer and project portfolios.
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WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
The growth in virtual and small pharma has been explosive
over the last decade. New companies with innovative
technology for drug development, IP on disease targets
and platform technologies etc have entered the market
and secured series A and B investment £2M-£5M for proof of
concept and hit to lead projects, followed by the £10M-£20M
required to get leads to clinical nomination.
In addition medium and large pharma have increased
outsourcing to reduce R&D costs and increase budget
ﬂexibility. Both of these factors have contributed to
transforming the CRO market.
Key success factors for the pre-clinical market we target are
in some respects driven by investment requirements, e.g. drug
candidate identiﬁcation and clinical nomination.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
Early in Apex’s life we realised that for our services to be
valuable to our customers we had to offer more than chemistry
expertise. We also provide an exceptional level of project
communication. We also develop long term relationships
with our customers and work as openly and transparently as
possible to ensure the risks during development are minimised.
When working with project challenges, we always propose
solutions rather than raising problems. If a series of targets
is proving problematic to synthesise, rather than spending
valuable time and unsuccessfully trying to synthesise the
compounds we will propose new suitable targets with a
higher probability of success so as to maximise results from the
time and allocated budget.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
China/India Sourcing
We have been affected by challenges sourcing project
specific materials from India and China. As companies

Daniel Zhang, Vice President Marketing & Sales Asymchem

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
As a CDMO with over 20 years industry experience,
Asymchem has a long track record of collaborating with
global pharma innovative biotech companies within the
US and European market base. We provide a wide range

have also encountered these issues it has resulted in
new and existing customers placing business with us
that may have otherwise been outsourced to lower cost
economies.
Contingency & Business Planning
This has been a challenge as our customers have been
affected by COVID-19 differently, and their contingency
and business planning has affected ours. Some customers
have not been in a position to commit to longer term
project extensions due to project delays in testing and
more broadly due to market uncertainty.
Gratifyingly in the short term we have not been adversely
affected by COVID-19, but the switch now is to long
term implications of e.g. social distancing and new
work practices on the operational hours, company
growth capacity and ongoing business costs. There is
still a significant level of risk and uncertainty here going
forward.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND
POSSIBLE SET BACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
We have seen an increase in demand from all of our key
market sectors. The business is almost full until the end of
the calendar year and we continue to recruit additional
chemists to meet existing and new customer demand.
We are, like everyone, monitoring the UK R number very
closely and how the levels of testing and new COVID-19
infections will affect our business. We have implemented
changes to minimise the impact of Test and Trace, i.e.
chemists working on the same projects are not situated in
close proximity in the lab or office environment.
There is also a high level of uncertainty around Government
ﬁnancial support should a second wave hit the UK. While
we have remained open for business we have not had to
extensively access the initial Government support schemes
and furlough staff. If a second wave does hit, will there be
the same level of support for Statutory Sick Pay should we
have to isolate projects teams or collocated staff? How will
our customers respond if we have signiﬁcant delays on their
projects due to multiple project members self isolating? This is
a major concern.

of services including clinical-stage new drug production
heading to commercialization, as well as second generation
processes for launched drugs for cost efﬁciency. In order to
fulﬁll diverse market trends and demands, Asymchem can
support manufacturing of Drug Substance and Drug Products.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
Taking advantage of the lower cost base in China but investing
heavily in new technologies to sustain and outcompete our
western and Asian competitors. Customers come to us looking
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not only for simple tech transfers, but with an increasing vision
of being stewards by CMO’s who have a focus on greener and
safer processes. The lower costs of manufacture and control of
the raw material supply chain in China are an added plus.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
Safety control and quality assurance are essential for success
and growth as a CDMO. We hold ourselves to a high standard
and have passed the on-site inspection of US FDA, Australia
TGA and other regulatory departments more than ten times
over the last decade, building our credit and trust among
global clients. We believe that investing in novel technology
puts us in a unique position to better meet, optimize and
handle a multitude of service needs for our clients throughout
the drug development cycle. We also invest time and
resources into developing fore fronted synthetic routes for
both small molecule and chemical macromolecular drugs to
add extra value for our clients. Providing “greener” and more
efﬁcient production solutions has been a rising trend.
Many CMOs share concerns like inconsistent yields, high
wastes, involvement of high-energy compounds, and
high costs that caused concerns for our clients in the past.
Asymchem believes that the ﬂow continuous reaction
technology will revolutionize most traditional batch reactions
in the future. Over the past ten years, we have developed
and perfected ﬂow continuous reaction technology, making
us one of the world-leading specialists in the ﬁeld. Enzymes as
biocatalysts have also caught our attention for a long time and
by building our own enzyme library, developing fast enzyme
screening and evolution, enlarging fermentative production
and even discovering the possible applications of immobilized
enzymes in this industry, we are at the forefront of companies
looking to commercialize the application of this technology.
In addition to our technology investments, we have spent
considerable attention to production and equipment
efﬁciencies such as offering a bit of ﬂexibility in various types
of production capacity according to the market demand.
For example, we have equipped the high potency OEB5-level
drug development skill and a triple-digit level production
capacity facility which has passed a number of external
audits including the USFDA. We have also developed a
R&D, pilot scale and commercial production of peptides,
oligonucleotides and ADC drugs. On the other hand, the
fore-fronted rapid screening, evolution and fermentation of
medical enzymes for commercial production have received
a lot of attention from Asymchem and we also developed
capabilities manufacturing sterile injections and lyophilized
powders aseptically. Through our constant advancing for

Ravi Venkataramanan, CEO Aurigene Pharmaceutical Services Limited

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET SIZE,
SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
The majority of our customers and partners are based
out of the US, Europe, the APAC regions. The growing
complexity of pharmaceutical products is increasing the
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many years, we have become specialized in clinical research
services and local applications of IND/NDA.

DID THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
Because the epidemic began right around the start of the
Chinese New Year break, much of the planned work had
already been stopped for the company’s holiday shutdown.
As is normal practice to avoid operational delays as different
companies return to operation at different times from the
holiday break, we had stocked at least 1 months’ worth of
raw materials. This helped us to restart projects that otherwise
would’ve been delayed. COVID-19 impacts are temporary
delays that ultimately is dependent on our own internal ability
to supply raw materials, as well as having the self-sustaining
mindset to protect our personnel with private bus transport
and accommodations in order to avoid mixing with the
general public.
The larger concern or impact to the supply base is having
reliable suppliers who are compliant and able to meet China’s
MEP regulations. We’ve setup in this year the “Raw Material
Supply System” in order to secure a reliable supply base
to our clients. This system contains following three parts: 1)
Asymchem’s internal manufacture 2) Fine chemical producers
as joint ventures of Asymchem 3) Fine chemical producers
sharing a strong alliance relationship with Asymchem.
Ultimately Asymchem is in control of the back integration of
key raws, and we will work only with suppliers who have a high
regard of EHS controls to operate responsibly.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND TO THE
END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU PREPARING
TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND POSSIBLE SETBACKS
SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
In our opinion, COVID-19 may keep pulling up the global
market demand of API since we have noticed that this
epidemic brought many concerns like international shipments
and labor efﬁciency. However, these impacts are mostly shortterm and we anticipate they will not be a concern by end
of year. In the next few years as more global drug suppliers
emerge in new markets, the competition for a “greener”,
more cost effective and more reliable supplier will show up.
Therefore, multidimensional improvements are critical but also
challenging to approach. We feel strongly that Asymchem is
well positioned to implement the necessary changes.

demand for integrated service providers who can provide
both, API and drug product services. Here at Aurigene
Pharmaceutical Services, we designed our service offering
as a response to the increasing demand for end-to-end
services, right from early stage research, a capacity which
is of special value to our biotech customers to accelerate
the time to clinic/market for their products. They benefit
from a fit for purpose management of their project by
having one partner right from the beginning over clinical
phases to scale up and commercial manufacturing,
but also from having access to increased technical
capabilities, improved and integrated processes and a
worldwide manufacturing network.
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WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
Drug companies are seeking more and more long term
partnerships with service provider who can offer end to end
solution as well as broad and innovative technology platforms
such as peptides, HPAPIs, steroids and catalysis. At Aurigene
Pharmaceutical Services, we are recognized by our partners for
ﬁnding solutions at every stage of drug development.
Our chemistry services are backed up by advanced analytical
testing labs for characterization and quality control. Another trend
we see is the increased demand for global regulatory support.
Our teams in R+D work closely with our regulatory experts
who are keeping up to date with the regulatory requirements
in different markets to successfully pave the way for new
chemical entities (NCEs).

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
Aurigene Pharmaceutical Services is actually a result of this
market demand. We launched this new brand in June 2020,
which brings together decades of experience of Aurigene
Discovery Services and the CDMO services of Dr. Reddy’s.
Customers have now access to both capabilities.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
The COVID-19 pandemic impacted the world and people’s life.
At Aurigene, we have kept a couple of priorities for ourselves. First

Thomas Heidenfelder, Head of the pharma-team
within BASF’s Operating Division Intermediates - BASF

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
In recent years we have experienced an increasing
demand for quality and regulatory related services in the
pharmaceutical industry. In parallel, the market got and is
still getting more and more fragmented, production of drug
substances and intermediates is e.g. moving from Originators to
C(D)MO’s, volumes are split among more and more customers
and regions. For us as a supplier of solvents, building blocks,
reagents and chiral auxiliaries used for manufacturing of drug
substances it became therefore more and more challenging
to match our chemical back-end organization which is
geared for efﬁciency gains with the increasingly demanding
and fragmented market environment. Thus, we decided
to adjust ourselves organisationally to the changing market
environment already back in 2016 by the foundation of a
dedicated pharma team as part of BASF’s Operating Division
Intermediates. In doing so, we were able to strengthen our
pharma focus and ﬂexibilize our service offering especially for
our highly demanding pharma customers. Our team became
more agile, QM/regulatory or logistic service offering can be

of all, to ensure all our people, their families and our partners are
safe and in good health. We have taken a host of measures in this
regard to keep our workplaces safe. The second is to ensure that we
continue to serve our customers across the world. A challenge that
many companies have been facing is around supply chain security –
we currently see its volatility during the COVID-19 pandemic. A strong
supply chain network with reliable partners is key here. Fortunately
for us, the efforts we have made during the past few years have
greatly helped. We’ve been working on several initiatives to mitigate
this risk, e.g. by the backward integration of key starting materials,
strategic sourcing partnerships, logistics partnerships and capacity
management of our manufacturing units. We are also mitigating
geographical risks by leveraging our manufacturing set up across
three continents, for both APIs and formulations.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND POSSIBLE
SET BACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
It is difﬁcult to predict the future. However, what we all saw
during the last months: access to medicines remains of
critical importance and new unmet needs arose. During the
lockdown, most companies like us were able to establish
strong business continuity plans. First and foremost is the
safety of our people and their physical and mental wellbeing
followed by our commitment to do whatever it needs to serve
our customers. Departments such as supply chain, production
and R&D were able to work at staggered time slots or shifts,
while other teams were able to efﬁciently work from home.
IT is playing a critical role in business continuity. The pandemic
has sped up how companies embrace digitalization and
fortunately, we embarked on this journey about three years
ago. If a second outbreak occurs, we shall be better prepared
than for the ﬁrst one.
customized. In contrast to all other sales channels within our
division, we are e.g. eligible to support small volume deliveries
for early phase projects. We can also make samples from
different batches available for qualiﬁcation purpose and
provide the paperwork needed to safeguard the needs of
the pharmaceutical value chain. Levering reliable state of the
art production of a comprehensive portfolio of raw materials
for manufacture of drug substances, high quality standards
and customized service offering is our commitment to the
pharmaceutical value chain. Our enthusiasm for it is driven
by three aspects: Firstly, we are proud being part of the value
chain and committed to help making the pharmaceutical
value chain safer. Secondly, we are encouraged by the
increasing desire to build direct, trustworthy and sustainable
customer-supplier relationships. In these relationships we can
fully leverage BASF’s long-standing dedication to chemistry,
science, innovation, Verbund, sustainability, safety and
compliance. Thirdly, more and more people are living on this
planet, most of them in need of medicines and thus also raw
materials from our portfolio. It’s simply motivating to see how
we can contribute to making our medicines safer.
It was both touching and impressive to see how our European
customers, take e.g. the many Contract Development
and Manufacturing Organizations as well as the Contract
Manufacturing Organisations (C(D)MO’s) in northern Italy, dealt
within the corona crisis. These companies managed to keep
operations up running despite challenging private situations,
despite all the logistic limitations. The European Pharma Industry
has proven to be reliable even in a disastrous pandemic. I am
convinced that society and customers will not forget that they
can bank on the European Pharmaceutical production.
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WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM
THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
Andrew Badrot, CEO - C2 PHARMA

The market was already changing before the pandemic
hit; the changes are just being accelerated with Covid-19.
WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
C2 PHARMA is a virtual manufacturing and distribution
company specialized in establishing high-quality,
redundant supply chains for complex active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) from natural and
synthetic origins. Our growth is driven by a combination
of acquisitions and organic API developments through
our own R&D subsidiary ASM Research Chemicals and
manufactured through our network of trusted CMO
partners.
Research & Markets projects that the API market will grow
to reach $307.2B by 2025 across the various sectors, which
keeps our team motivated to continuing to build our
portfolio.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
This is a risk-averse and highly regulated industry that is
often held back by conflicting mandates from regulatory
authorities and market demands. Still, the past decade
has seen a push towards innovation.
New drugs have generally shifted to more potent APIs,
thus smaller amounts, increasing market pricing for APIs on
a kg-basis. Manufacturers have followed suit and pursued
smaller-scale facilities with higher containment and
flexibility requirements to take advantage of the shifting
sweet spot in the market.
The key to success in the API business is to find a better
price-to-quality balance in order create a sustainable
business which intends to avoid drug shortages.
We create true partnerships with our CMOs to reduce cost
of production while increasing quality and reliability of
supply.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET
AND EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
The C2 PHARMA business model is unique. We are a virtual
API manufacturer. We have created a supply network
that manufactures quality APIs from sustainable, reliable
sources under contract for us. We have implemented
a proprietary oversight model to fully validate CMO
(contract manufacturing organizations) for end-to-end API
life cycle management.
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IN PARTICULAR, HOW ARE THESE AFFECTING BUSINESS IN THE
FOLLOWING AREAS:
Business Continuity Plans: So far the pharmaceutical
supply chain has remained strong by tapping into safety
stocks and re-allocation of manufacturing capabilities
where necessary. However, safety stocks are not indefinite
and, should the lockdown extend further, one can expect
a cascade of drug shortages.
China and India-centric sourcing: Over the past three
decades the pharmaceutical supply chain has grown
more complex and international to meet policies focused
on aggressively decreasing drug prices. While successful,
these policies pushed many drug manufacturers to
outsource API and other manufacturing steps to China
and India. Today it is estimated that 80% of all drugs sold
in the West contain some form of precursor, whether basic
or advanced, from either country.
Western societies are now realizing the strategic and
operational chaos of this reliance should access to
essential ingredients or drugs be restricted in the future.
I would expect to see a trend towards onshoring
pharmaceutical manufacturing supported by national
production incentives.
Supplier Facilities Auditing: In a Senate Finance
Committee Hearing on the FDA’s Foreign Drug
Manufacturing Inspection Process on 2 June 2020, input
was almost unanimous that global quality standards for
auditing need to be revamped to increase effectiveness.
At C2 PHARMA, we advocate no-warning audits from the
US FDA and its equivalent European, Japanese, and other
regulatory authorities to increase quality compliance
around the world. This will raise the stakes for companies
who currently use notification periods prior to an audit to
cover up any issues.
Still, audits from regulatory authorities can become a
double-edged sword if used for political purpose like
recently in China in a case involving BMS’s blockbuster
drug, Abraxane. It will be important to create mechanisms
to avoid or at least flag audit abuse by regulators to
provide preferential treatment to local industry.
New technologies: It is no secret that the pharma industry
has lagged well behind the auto, steel, and tech industries
regarding manufacturing innovation. As the pandemic
accelerates onshoring, it is safe to say that a new wave
of innovation and green chemistry will be underway in this
industry.

All CMO and testing laboratories are under
comprehensive QAAs (quality assurance agreements)
with audits conducted annually. Additionally, partners are
always required to provide full transparency on activities.

Sustainability: A cradle-to-grave supply chain with local
starting materials, ingredients, and excipients for essential
drug production would remove the need for any import
and drive new investments in green chemistry.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?

Some industry members argue that this is not feasible,
but indeed it is. By enacting comprehensive policies for
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building innovative and flexible manufacturing assets,
countries can create a stable economic environment
to quickly establish sustainable and independent
manufacturing pipelines for essential APIs and drug
products.
Change in customer needs and wants: Every
pharmaceutical company will have to re-assess its risk
mitigation plans to ensure stable supply of drug products
to the marketplace in the face of extreme events such as
a pandemic. Where a pandemic scenario was considered
remote in the past, it will now become front and center for
every pharma CEO.
Reliability and redundancy of supply will finally become
more than simple buzz words in procurement departments
and good suppliers of ingredients will be prioritized over
less reliable ones.
HOW ARE YOU PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND
AND POSSIBLE SETBACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
C2 PHARMA has built its business taking on the challenge
of supply reliability. Back in 2014, we purchased a product

portfolio of APIs from a leading German pharmaceutical
company dodged with quality and supply problems.
In less than 5 years, we were able to eliminate the supply
issues and transfer production to reliable CMOs across the
globe.
In the current pandemic, our redundancy measures have
made it such that not a single customer missed or was
even delayed on any of its shipments. Our measures are
currently being strengthened to be always prepared
for the next crisis. Regardless of how the pandemic
progresses, C2 PHARMA is in it for the long haul. We see
the value in continuing to invest in growing our portfolio
of APIs and provide exceptional support to our customers.
When we make commitments to customers, we always
deliver.
In 2020 alone, we are getting ready to submit more than
ten regulatory filings in the US, Europe, and Asia. This
volume of work would already be a challenge for a big
industry player, even more so for a company of our size. I
am very proud of what we are achieving. We are setting a
new standard across the industry.

We can now offer regional coverage as well as
creative solutions with a more diverse, strengthened
team.

Valerie Diele-Braun, CEO - CABB Group

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN
YOU PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR
MARKET SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
We look to align CABB’s core competencies in fine
chemistry and unit operations with clients requiring
complex, multi-step chemical synthesis. Traditionally, this
fits well with agrochemicals, electronics and healthcare
markets, but we find ourselves supporting new segments
as well. Overall, custom manufacturing trends are highly
favorable, with more companies looking to outsource to
reliable partners and closer to “home” sources.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
Fine chemical custom manufacturing has come full circle,
with a push towards low-cost-country providers in the early
2010s, a subsequent return to Western service providers
after signiﬁcant risk exposure, and now, with supply chain
security at the forefront, embedment with strategic partners
offering stability and reliability at a favorable cost position.
CABB is a well-placed player in this select group.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET
AND EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
CABB completed a strategic acquisition of Jayhawk Fine
Chemicals in 2019 to expand our service offerings with a
transatlantic asset base.

CABB’s recent refinancing also set us on a course for
attractive growth as well as further acquisitions when
the fit aligns with our culture and business model.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS
FROM THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
One should never be complacent, but from what we
see today, and the plans we implemented for logistics
complexity, multi-source purchasing, minimal exposure
to Asian sourcing, and most importantly, worker safety,
CABB has endured well. We actually have a lot of
demand, and are in a good position as far as sourcing,
production and technologies are concerned. As for
sustainability, CABB has been very active in this area
for quite some time – looking for maximum efficiency
at minimal impact – we are currently in the process of
setting clear targets for the decade to come. This is an
area very close to our hearts.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND
POSSIBLE SET BACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK
OCCUR?
Due to our strategic partnerships with key customers,
we feel optimistic about CABB’s business, with a robust
project pipeline to propel us forward. We all need
positivity, and for 2021, a sustainable recovery after
rather turbulent times in 2020.
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Simon Tyler, Chief Operating Ofﬁcer - CatSci

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET SIZE,
SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
Currently CatSci is exploiting two growth strategies. First, we are
focusing on meeting the demands of the large pharma sector
by continually investing in and enhancing our expertise in process
research and development – from initial scale-up and optimisation,
through to detailed process design and deﬁnition. Second, our
growing IND-enabling activities require that we increasingly utilise our
established experience in route scouting and selection.
Deﬁning absolute market size is somewhat of a challenge
within the pharmaceutical sector, which is large, segmented
and seemingly increasing all the time. What we do know is that
while needs differ between large pharma, small biotechs and
companies of intermediate size, the requirement for outsourcing
continues to grow.
In particular, we see a strong demand for expertise in outsourcing
partners. Customers are extremely selective, and rightly so, in
their choice of suppliers. More and more are seeking long-term,
value-adding partnerships with preferred suppliers rather than
simple transactional relationships. This is driving competition not
only to become a preferred supplier, but also within selected
supplier groups. Niche suppliers need to justify their inclusion with
exceptional levels of added value, ensuring that perceived
concerns – for example knowledge transfer and administrative
burden – can be positively countered.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN THESE
MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS CHANGE IN
THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
CatSci has now entered its tenth year, so this is a great question
to reﬂect on! The main change that we have observed over this
time is the willingness of customers to seek out and demand the
expertise that their business requires from its external partners.
With that in mind, a key success factor is ensuring that amazing
innovator companies – big and small – have access to process
research and development capability that both mirrors and
complements their in-house capacity. By working as a trusted
and credible partner alongside our customers’ own employees
– treating each and every project as if it were our own – we can
make the whole greater than the sum of its parts. Additionally,
given the importance of selecting the right strategic outsourcing
partners, supplier credibility and reputation in the marketplace
have become more important than ever.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
Over the last decade it has become increasingly clear that the
key to meeting and exceeding these emerging success factors
comes down to people.
CatSci is built on the experience and expertise of our people
and we have continually sought out talent at all levels of our
business. We are tremendously fortunate to have assembled
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a group of dedicated scientists who share the ambitions of their
peers within innovator pharma companies – developing best-inclass, affordable small molecule therapeutics.

DID THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY CHAINS
AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY? WHERE DO
YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE COVID-19
LOCKDOWN?
From an industry-wide perspective, there will no doubt be
repercussions from the COVID-19 pandemic, but the “new normal”
is yet to be deﬁned. We are taking this opportunity to reﬁne our
focus and better understand where we are truly adding value for
our customers, in order to determine how we will continue do so in
the future.
One key factor that will be impacted is the East-West pipeline,
which has a signiﬁcant effect on many supply chains critical to the
development and testing of new drug candidates. It is inevitable
that there will be further re-balancing of outsourcing activities to
maximise the differential beneﬁts of Western and Asian sourcing.
The ability to carry out some administrative tasks has also been
affected by COVID-19, most notably on-site audits. In order to
mitigate this impact, we have taken the opportunity to improve
our online communications. We are providing enhanced digital
presentations – which includes a new virtual tour of our facilities
– to complement written audit questionnaires for prospective
customers. We are also in the process of incorporating a video
component to enhance our project reporting and closure
protocols in order to ensure efﬁcient and effective knowledge
transfer to our customers.
Although we are in the midst of a period of global uncertainty,
robust business continuity has allowed us to carry on delivering
important projects in order to keep drug development moving
forward. The pharma industry is very hands on; many employees
must go into a laboratory or manufacturing facility to carry out
vital scientiﬁc research and development activities.
Accordingly, it has been essential that the appropriate health
and safety measures are implemented to prevent the spread of
COVID-19, while continually ensuring high standards of operation
within a laboratory environment are maintained.
In order to negate disruption, we review our inventory on a weekly
basis and build contingency stock where appropriate. In addition
to mandated dual sourcing of critical raw materials, we are holding
a contingency supply of all PPE, materials, reagents and solvents
deemed business-critical. Supplementary materials are also being
procured and stored on site well in advance of the anticipated need.
We continue to actively monitor our preferred and regular suppliers of
chemicals and consumables. While we do not anticipate any issues,
we have nevertheless identiﬁed a number of alternative suppliers as a
further contingency measure. Finally, a nearby alternative facility has
been identiﬁed to mitigate any major business interruption.
Undoubtedly, the COVID-19 outbreak has taken the spotlight
away from other issues, such as sustainability and the climate
emergency. However, the pharmaceutical industry must continue
to play its vital role in addressing the challenges that face us
– ensuring the long-term environmental, as well as economic,
sustainability of pharmaceutical manufacturing. As such, the
development of manufacturing processes using the latest green
chemistry thinking, tools and techniques will be vital as the world
moves towards a circular economy. At CatSci we understand
the importance of this challenge and we will continue to invest
accordingly.
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Andrea Confetti, Exclusive Synthesis BU Leader Dipharma Francis

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
We aim to reinforce and expand our positioning in the Small
Molecules custom synthesis market, using our extensive GMP
experience dealing with a diversiﬁed advanced pool of
technologies ranging from preclinical to commercialization.
We see custom synthesis as a speciﬁc segment of CDMO
that analysts describe with a double-digit growth rate shown
across the last decade (i.e. from 12 billion $ in 2012, up to 22
billion $ in 2018).
This strong growth reﬂects the changes in business strategy
implemented by Pharma companies, who are more and
more relying on CDMOs while focusing the efforts on their
core capabilities and strengths. Moreover, there is evidence
of a signiﬁcant increase in the number of promising New
Molecular Entities (with 48 approvals by FDA in 2019, after
the peak of 59 in 2018). The Small Molecules keep playing a
prominent role, as well as they more frequently obtain orphan
designation and fast-track status. Additionally, since the
pharmaceutical industry is facing an increasing pressure to
reduce the costs and to accelerate the development and
commercialization of novel medicines, CDMOs are expected
to contribute to the improvement of operational productivity
and efﬁciency.
All above factors led the large Pharmaceutical companies
to join the medium and small ones in fast-tracking the
outsourcing trend. We believe this is an opportunity perfectly
ﬁtting Dipharma’s capabilities and credentials.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
The pharmaceutical industry operates under the most
stringent standards and, as today outsourcing is the strategic
way for accelerating their drug development timelines, they
choose their preferred partners shortlist using increasingly
selective criteria on top of those standards.
Therefore, besides mastering state of the art technologies,
a successful CDMO can differentiate its value proposition
by sharpening its pool of soft but essential skills like reliability
and creative ﬂexibility, on top of must-have tangibles like
innovation, safety and commitment to sustainability.
Nowadays, Pharma companies can’t afford unplanned
delays or failures. They require the production of more
effective process solutions in order to quickly deliver
outstanding drug development, therefore we put particular
emphasis on the reliability and the right level of sense of
urgency. We do our utmost to keep our customer timely
involved and updated on how the project progresses,
by means of a dedicated and duly coordinated team,
with strong background in project management and
communication skills, able to guarantee a successful new
product introduction (NPI) and technology transfer.
There are many ways to implement innovation, such as
proactively offering solutions and creatively identifying
alternate options for our customers. The Pharma players
currently invest a signiﬁcant part of their ﬁnancial resources

in the R&D pipeline. Therefore, they seek to engage earlier
than ever a CDMO capable of supporting them developing
new chemical process routes and with Intellectual Property
protection. At Dipharma we aim to create a supportive
environment to build trust and conﬁdence into our regular
relationship with customers. We employ a solid R&D group
focused on offering them the most efﬁcient chemical process
solution for their desired molecule and our IP department
is instrumental in suitably protecting the processes that we
set up for our customers throughout the development and
registration stages, including the supply of non-infringement
advice on their patent landscape.
Furthermore, as during the last decade the complexity of
projects continued to increase, as well as the demands from
regulatory authorities, more pharmaceutical companies are
seeking CDMOs that can provide robust, reliable regulatory
affairs (RA) support. Dipharma’s RA department guarantees
to our customers the development of high-quality dossiers
including the updating of dossiers for marketed products,
ensuring ongoing compliance.
As the needs of our customer may evolve along the life of a
project bringing unexpected challenges, our ability to ﬂexibly
adapt and reallocate resources according to identiﬁed
needs becomes a powerful tool for our success.
Safety ranks as undisputed number 1 in our values.
Our expertise in safety dates back to the beginning of our
activity as a civil explosive manufacturer and it has been
reinforced through the development of further hazardous
processes currently in our technology portfolio.
With reference to sustainability, in the last decade most
pharmaceutical companies have committed to important
measures to minimize their impact on climate, waste and
water treatment through their own operations, as well
as those of their suppliers. Dipharma makes every year
substantial investments to better preserve the environment
and we work hard to reducing waste and air emissions,
energy consumption, water use and to recovering solvents
and other valuable materials.
Last but not least, as a third-generation family-owned
company, we have a long history of stability, commitment
and ﬁnancial solidity.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
We have acquired an American-based CRO in 2018,
immediately initiating its upgrade to become a GMP CDMO
site, in order to strengthen our value proposition with a global
presence. We could thus provide a wider range of services
along the lifecycle of a molecule, from medicinal chemistry to
its launch and beyond it.
Our large experience in dealing with Health authorities, with
ﬁrst FDA inspection held in 1970, has signiﬁcantly helped the
path of integrating the refocused US facility into the existing
Quality frame of Dipharma group.
On the organization side, at the end of the last year we rolled
out two Business Units reﬂecting the evolution of our business
model focused on the sustainable growth of our Catalogue
APIs and Exclusive Synthesis activities.
At the same time, we implemented a new Global Sales
organization, to leverage the synergies with the newly
created BUs and to enhance worldwide coverage. Speciﬁc
sales specialists are dedicated to each business (generic APIs
and CDMO activities), with local sales ofﬁces in Europe, in the
USA and in China.
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Manoj Mehrotra, President Pharmaceuticals - Hikal

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, MARKET SEGMENTS AND MARKET TRENDS?
As Hikal has 3 main business areas, our target markets depend
on them. For pharmaceutical APIs and Intermediates, we
target US, European and Japanese CDMO’s for Key Starting
Materials and Advanced Intermediates, and Pharmaceutical
companies in highly regulated countries, looking for a reliable
developer and manufacturer.

The dependence on suppliers from China is in fact very high.
This is also due to the continuous pressure on prices for APIs
and Advanced Intermediates to reduce the cost of drugs for
the patient. This led to a move of many products to emerging
markets like China and India as the largest ones. In order to
render our supply chain more sustainable, we are building strong
partnerships with reliable Chinese suppliers, but at the same
time, we thoroughly evaluate whether to make in-house or buy
a starting material. Hikal is actually reinforcing its Supply Chain
Management Team to respond to the impacts of COVID-19 and
to be prepared for the next crisis.

For Agrochemical and Crop Products (manufactured in separate
plants and sites), Hikal targets customers using these active
ingredients on a global basis. Moreover, a number of compounds
are also added to paints, materials for construction, wood
products and more to prevent the growth of algae and fungi.

AUDITING AND INSPECTING SUPPLIER SITES AND PLANTS WILL NOT BE
POSSIBLE UNTIL THE TRAVEL BANS WILL BE LIFTED ON A WORLDWIDE
BASIS. HOW DOES YOUR COMPANY RESPOND TO THIS SITUATION, ARE
YOU USING REMOTE TOOLS FOR QUALIFICATION, COULD THIS ALSO BE
CONTINUED ONCE THE VIRUS THREAT IS UNDER CONTROL?

For the Animal Health market, we target most of the Animal Health
pharma companies for veterinary pharmaceutical ingredients
(with Veterinary DMF’s) and for the use of Crop Products for
Animal Health such as insecticides against lice, ﬂeas and ticks,
anti-helminthics against worms. Since the Agro-Crop ingredients
are applied in the veterinary ﬁeld, Hikal is about to build a “hybrid”
facility to manufacture the latter compounds under full cGMP.

In the meantime, we have performed a number of virtual audits
with key customers. With the support of Regulatory and Compliance
consultants, this has worked out well. For this, we are using the
most advanced tools such as speciﬁc videos for process steps and
showing details of our plants and labs. We believe, that also in the
future, many of these activities can be maintained reducing the
burden of travelling obtaining the same results and data.

Market trends show that blockbuster APIs have seen their
peak, and that in the future, more complex small molecules
with smaller volumes and higher added value for speciﬁc and
targeted therapies will become more and more important.

HOW IMPORTANT IS SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS AT YOUR
COMPANY: WASTE MINIMIZATION, C-FOOTPRINT, HEALTH &
SAFETY, ENERGY GENERATION & CONSUMPTION?

COVID-19 impacted mainly our Supply Chain causing delays
of the supply of raw- and starting materials due to the
lockdowns, interruption of logistic chains and production.
Fortunately, our business has not been substantially affected
so far, but we shall take the lessons from this crisis in order to
be prepared for the next one. In fact, Hikal is reinforcing its
Supply Chain Management team. We consider the function
of SCM as important as Sales & Marketing.

Hikal has a well-deﬁned policy and strategy to be a safe and
sustainable employer and manufacturer. All our plants are zeroefﬂuent managed, where possible, we utilize renewable materials
(like agro-waste bricks for heating) to generate heat, minimize the
use of solvents and even looking into raw materials and solvents
made from renewable sources. Moreover, Hikal has a Corporate
Social Responsibility Initiative called “Srijan” (means “Creation”)
directed towards environmental protection, education and
related infrastructure development, enhancing living conditions
of people through health protection and awareness, protecting
and preserving India’s rich art, culture & heritage and to promote
our employee’s engagement through volunteerism in our society.

WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN WHICH COULD BENEFIT YOUR OPERATIONS?

WHICH ARE THE THREE NEW TECHNOLOGIES THAT YOU SEE TO
BECOME IMPORTANT IN FINE CHEMICALS IN THE NEXT 3 – 5 YEARS?

The COVID-19 crisis affected the production of raw- and
starting materials for our products, as well as the logistic chains
to transport the materials to our sites. We consider the function
of SCM in the meantime as important as Sales & Marketing.
As an example, take a company like Hikal who generated
Sales of US$ 250 Mio in 2019, and of which let’s say 30 – 40% are
raw material cost, i.e. 75 Mio. to 100 Mio. US$. We believe that
the management of a spend of US$ 75 – 100 Mio. needs to be
performed in a highly strategic and professional way.

Hikal is already applying continuous processes at industrial level,
and more studies and processes are generated at our Research
& Technology Center located in Pune (Maharashtra). Moreover,
we have installed a Solid-State Lab to grow our skills in Particle
Size, Crystallization, Polymorphs, Micronization, Spray Drying
and more technologies for the conditioning of APIs. Hikal has
a Scientiﬁc Advisory Board composed of renowned know-how
leaders from all over the world and is investing in new labs and
technologies as part of our company strategy. Our plants and
sites are managed by skilled engineers, and obviously, the topic
of “Industry 4.0” is on our priority list.
Also, Hikal is using biocatalytic processes at industrial level, while
we are now seeking for strategic collaboration to connect with
the genetic and molecular biology part of Enzyme design and
development.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR TARGET
MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?

THE TODAY’S SUPPLY CHAIN IN THE PHARMA INDUSTRY IS
EXTREMELY CHINA-DEPENDENT, ESPECIALLY FOR RAW AND
STARTING MATERIALS, AND FOR GENERIC APIS. WOULD
YOU SAY THAT THERE WILL BE A TREND TO RETURN SOME
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MANUFACTURING TO EUROPE AND THE USA AND TO ACHIEVE
A TRULY GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT? WHAT IS YOUR
COMPANIES’ POLICY?
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Marco Gil, Senior Director Commercial Services Hovione

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
Hovione targets mostly highly regulated markets namely
North America, Europe and Japan among other regions/
countries where there are companies that work for the
global pharmaceutical market. The main segments are the
off patent products and innovative drugs and in between
we have the reformulation and/or repurposing of patent
molecules. While in the off patent products space continues
to have volume growth in terms of value this is a market
there have been signiﬁcant price pressure. In the innovative
segment there is a strong investment in research and
development to identify new molecules.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
The most relevant key success factors are: strong quality
culture and compliance track record, an ability to innovate
and implement enabling solutions together with a customer
centric approach. The market today is going much beyond
compliant manufacture. The market wants companies that
have strong scientiﬁc and technical competences on which
they can rely to help them developing new medicines.
The complexity of the drugs, manufacturing processes,
technologies and even analytical chemistry have increased
markedly. These needs highly educated experts with a wealth
of knowledge and experience that are an extension of our
customers own technical expertise and teams. On top of
complexity, today everything needs to be fast paced. Speed
at which one can develop a process and produce materials
for clinical or commercial supplies became a differentiating
factor and success factor.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
Hovione has invested signiﬁcantly in science and innovation
so we could develop know-how required to tackle many
of the challenges our customers face in developing
processes and new products. Hovione has pioneered several

technologies and not only built the capacity to produce
but also state of the art knowledge around them (e.g. spray
drying, amorphous solid dispersions, particle engineering
and inhalation formulation). This knowledge enables us to be
faster in scaling-up processes, in ﬁnding the best formulations
more quickly and to reduce risk to our customers. In being
more customer centric, we have focused signiﬁcantly in being
transparent by providing our customers real time access
to data and by building a strong project management
team. Moreover, we continue to develop our one site stop
concept by vertical integrating into a single physical location
more than one part of the supply chain (chemistry, particle
engineering and formulation). This means that we can reduce
time between each part of the supply chain, we have an
integrated view of the project and knowledge of the product
is better managed. We truly believe that this also provides a
better customer experience and builds stronger relationships.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
The corona virus outbreak revealed that the pharmaceutical
supply chain is more robust than some would thougt but
it also showed how dependent are we from certain parts
of the world, namely from China and India, in terms of
producing essential medicines or raw materials to produce
those medicines.
The other aspect is that this will change the way we build
Business Continuity Plans and safety measures. However,
I also believe that this will open a new way of interacting
with each other, doing audits, due dilligences, tradeshows
etc. I believe, we will all make more use of technology to
support some of activites described and customers will
expect us to provide them remote access to things that
were being done in person.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND TO THE
END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU PREPARING
TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND POSSIBLE SET BACKS
SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
Today we need to be more cautious about the future and be
much more ﬂexible. All the actions taken to increase social
distancing, provide more safe workplaces, teams rotations,
remote work etc. are here to stay for some time. Companies
need to relook into their supply chains, inventory strategy and
build contingency plans with the Covid-19 in mind.

Garrett J. Dilley, Global Commercial Senior Director
for Innovator Pharma Products and Solutions Johnson Matthey

DID THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
Coronavirus outbreak affected our supply chain and
target markets in near-term and long-term ways. As the
COVID-19 crisis took hold, an immediate need presented
across pharmaceutical manufacturers to continue and
increase the supply of vital medications to the market
while looking toward rapidly developing new treatments
and vaccines. With commercial API manufacturing
footprints in both the US and the UK, JM already had
the ability to handle controlled substances and potent
compounds. As such, we were well positioned to support
the increased demand for the supply of essential
medicines given to patients on ventilators, including
narcotic analgesics for pain relief and products needed to
increase health and safety for medical and non-medical
personnel globally.
At JM, our commitment to innovation and developing new
technologies hasn’t wavered as we navigate through the
Coronavirus outbreak.
Despite any challenges we have faced in the supply chain
during this time we have been able to:
•
Establish essential partnerships for the supply of the
oligonucleotide subunits used in antisense therapies.
•
Manufacture the drug linker for Immunomedics’

•

exciting new antibody-drug conjugate Trodelvy,
recently approved by FDA for treatment of
metastatic triple-negative breast cancer.
Invest in particle engineering, milling, and spraydrying technologies to enhance drug performance
and bioavailability.

We continue to innovate and expand our portfolio
of heterogeneous, homogeneous and biocatalysts.
Our enzyme technologies and protein engineering
capabilities help us tackle some of today’s biggest
industrial challenges and our library of biocatalysts
provide an excellent way to synthesise complex structures
with high levels of regio-, chemo-, and stereo-selectivity.
New technologies we implement at JM will help our
customers achieve a more cost-effective, sustainable
and robust process, ultimately improving the patient
experience.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND
POSSIBLE SETBACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK
OCCUR?
JM has observed an increased demand for key
products during the COVID crisis which will continue
until hospitalisations due to COVID decline on a global
basis. To meet this demand, we have remained fully
operational during the COVID crisis as part of the
Pharmaceutical Value chain. We continue to follow local
government and WHO guidance on social distancing and
other measures. We will continue to monitor the overall
COVID situation and make any changes necessary to
ensure that our employees are kept safe.

High-tech electronics, industrial inkjet applications and new
batteries are among our key areas on the chemistry side.
Lukas von Hippel, Vice President - Lonza Solutions

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN
YOU PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR
MARKET SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
We have one of the longest experiences in the industry
bringing alive our customers’ innovations. In fact, it
was Peter Pollak of Lonza who invented the contract
manufacturing business model.
Now, as far as we know, our Specialty Chemical
Services CDMO business is the only one in the world to
offer both chemistry and biotechnology platforms to
customers of various industries. With the current trend to
improve sustainability, our customers appreciate getting
two different technological concepts for industrial
applications under one roof. As a result, we have unique
connections far beyond typical market segments such as
pharma or agriculture.
We cooperate closely with personal care, nutrition, and infant
formula companies, to name just a few on the biotechnology side.
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Our customers vary – we partner with large blue chips as well
as midsize and smaller companies such as start-ups. What all our
customers have in common, however, is a clear need for complex
technological solutions and a sound understanding of quality.
The general trend we’re seeing is that more and more
companies in more and more industry segments consider
the concept of CDMO as an efﬁcient and strategic
resource. They no longer see their own production as a core
competence. For them, it is more relevant to focus on market
access and achieve excellence in manufacturing through
specialized partners. This is why the CDMO business model is
steadily gaining strategic importance.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE PAST DECADE?
In general, a CDMO must offer an interesting bundle of
combinations that are relevant for our customers. The magic
triangle is a balance between quality, price and speed.
With our European cost structure, we need to invest in
efﬁciency. In addition, we always focus on Environment, Health
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and Safety (EHS) and continuous process improvement.
During the development phase we look for the best technical
process. And in production, we are keen to improve yields
for a better performance, campaign by campaign. Through
automation, we are improving stability in our production
processes, and stable production typically leads to stable results.
In other words, in each project our teams work hard to make
it as successful as possible – and this is a relevant success
factor for our customers.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
Evaluation is where a project starts. If we can’t add value, we
are not the right partner, and we will tell you that. If we can
add value, we take up the challenge. This is why we have
specialists, who evaluate new projects.
Next is proper project management through all phases of a
project, and we are very much focused on performance.
To this end, we have invested in best-in-class training of our
project managers. Clear project plans provide transparency
on our activities, and close contact to our customers brings us
in line with their planning.
Our development teams focus on production processes.
Sound analytical support is relevant as well. Tech transfer to
our plants is always done with the support of our development
teams, and through the high automation in production we
can run processes in constant performance at commercially
attractive conditions.

DID THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM
THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
In Specialty Chemical Services, we’re backwards integrated
with our most relevant products coming from our own
cracker. We therefore have a relatively stable supply situation
in these areas. We have also secured a fairly stable supply for
raw materials from the market.
In our industrial CDMO activities, we had no interruption in
our supply chains during the COVID-19 lockdown, even if that

Stéphanie Roullé, VP Sales & Marketing - Minakem

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS, AND TRENDS?
Minakem is a fully integrated development partner and
manufacturer of APIs, HPAPIs, key intermediates, and building
blocks supplying the clinical as well as commercial needs of
biotech and pharmaceutical companies globally.
Technically, we can serve all clients who develop and
produce medicine based on small molecules, whether it is
in therapeutic areas like respiratory, CNS, or cardiovascular
diseases, or even in orphan drug applications.

was not always easy. As we understand, this is not what all
customers have seen in the past.
We’re ﬁnding in general that the current uncertainty in the
markets is delaying decisions at our customers’ end.
Once a decision is taken, our planning phases for starting a
campaign are therefore getting shorter. This makes development
and production planning more complex and time critical.
WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND
POSSIBLE SETBACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
During the lock-down, all our Specialty Chemical Services
production facilities continued to operate as they were classiﬁed
as essential by local authorities. Currently, our plants are well
utilized, although there is still some free biotechnology capacity
for new projects. Customers are more careful than ever deciding
about new projects, and the uncertainty leads to longer upfront
decision-making and shorter times in execution.
If we see a second wave in COVID-19, governments might
be less willing to shut down whole economies again.
The ﬁrst global lockdown already caused economic
damage that future generations will have to deal with.
Within a few months, countries lost decades of economic
development. A lot of smaller businesses are more or less
surviving day to day, and consumers are careful with their
spend. Risk management is getting more and more relevant
in all buying decisions. Our customers are increasingly
focusing on risks too, in both their markets and supply chains.
Despite such risks, we see opportunities. This is why we are
expanding our assets and making them more ﬂexible. We continue
to reach out to our customers, offering a return to European
production if they want to rebalance their supply chains, or are
looking for a reliable place to bring their next big innovation alive.
For new products, innovative concepts and products where
intellectual property should only be shared between partners
of trust, we have been a well-known partner of choice for
decades with a proven track record.
Each and every inquiry matters, just as each and every project
should get its best solution. This is why we are welcoming new
challenges, while also being in constant discussion with existing
customers to ﬁnd the best solution for any given project.

Given our core competence in manufacturing highly-potent
APIs (HPAPI) requiring specialized containment, one central
area we focus on is oncology, which represents the primary
driver in the growth of HPAPI holding a 20-25% market share
in highly-potent drug applications. Oncology is also the
area with the highest forecasted expenditure in clinical
development, unsurprisingly leading to a soaring forecasted
number of FDA approvals of any therapy area. The global
oncology market is supposed to reach $ 200 billion in sales by
2022 (av. annual growth of 10-13%). Approximately 60% of the
oncology pipeline is HPAPI. Apart from conventional cancer
treatments, there is a fast-growing number of novel oncology
drugs coming from discovery and being clinically tested,
including new therapeutic classes such as antibody-drug
conjugates or RNA-targeting small molecule drugs. Due to
stringent regulatory requirements and high cost of production,
innovators in pharma are looking for HPAPI experts from
the early phase onwards (50-70% is being outsourced),
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and ideally, a company that can provide both, HPAPI
development and manufacturing services, such as Minakem.
WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS, AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
On top of a proven quality track record, full regulatory
compliance, and lean manufacturing, clear communication
towards our clients combined with the ability to anticipate
and to preventively address quality or process performance
issues are certain key success factors.
Over the last decade, we have seen more and more
pharmaceutical companies that were sourcing their
intermediates or APIs from low-cost manufacturers in the Far East
now coming back to Western CDMOs. One reason is that the
Chinese government, for instance, has raised their environmental,
health, and safety standards closer to those applied in Western
countries, resulting in a less signiﬁcant difference in COGS.
Moreover, many Chinese plants even have been closed
down due to environmental or safety issues, leading to
a shortage in supply of goods and overall supply chain
uncertainties. In India, on the other hand, the concern is
more related to quality and compliance (e.g., violating
cGMP standards, warning letters) as some pharmaceutical
companies have experienced it.
When it comes to overall performance and future viability
of a CDMO; we believe that companies striving to update
their technological expertise routinely, cultivating a clear
communication style across cultural barriers and monitoring the
dynamics in the development departments of their customers;
will stand out from the competition and set themselves up for
future success. More than ever, today’s focus is to understand
our customer’s development products and future commercial
requirements: What are the unmet patient’s needs? What
therapeutic areas do our clients target? How do novel drug
applications work? What does it mean for a company like
Minakem in terms of our client’s future needs?
DID THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS, AND IF SO, IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
Covid19 has been a game-changer all over the world, and the
biggest reality check for all of us is how vulnerable our supply
chain is, and how critical it is to protect it.
However, while ﬁrst and foremost focussing on the protection
and safety of our employees working at our sites, we

Judy Zhu, General Manager Nanjing Dorra Pharmaceutical Technology

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, MARKET SEGMENTS AND MARKET TRENDS?
Dorra is active in several market segments:
CDMO: Development and production of key starting
materials, advanced intermediates for Western and
Japanese CDMO’s. Development and production of Active
Ingredients for pharmaceutical companies and customers
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implemented from the beginning of this crisis, measures to
ensure the sustainability of our supply chains and to guarantee
business continuity for our pharma customers and their patients.
It has been a success, thanks to the collective work achieved.
For each of our development and manufacturing sites, we
have worked out business continuity plans taking into account
local speciﬁcs, and having production facilities all located in
Europe is clearly a countless advantage.
At the end of this crisis, we will not only need to ask ourselves
what can be done to better leverage the collective wisdom
within the pharmaceutical industry and academia to
accelerate the development of life-saving vaccines safely
and in quantities needed for global use. We also need to
address the issue of maintaining a resilient supply chain during
such outbreaks, to manufacture and to transport pharma
goods quickly and safely to patients in need.
WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND TO THE
END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU PREPARING
TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND POSSIBLE SETBACKS
SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
Everybody points to pharma when it comes to curing diseases
and supplying drugs, especially in times like these, when we
run at full steam to ﬁnd a cure for Covid19. Yet behind the big
pharma brands is a complex universe of suppliers, distributors,
academic institutions, and technology providers. Pharma
simply doesn’t have all the required capacity, so they are
heavily dependent on companies like Minakem to supply
them with their needs for APIs or key building blocks needed
in the assembly of new, promising drugs to ﬁght this outbreak.
Furthermore, in conjunction with the virus outbreak, we are
also dealing with other medical problems when Covid19
patients catch a bacterial infection, for instance, or require
pain relievers or even anesthesia. Last but not least, people still
suffer from CNS, cardiovascular or metabolic diseases. With a
signiﬁcant portion of the manufacturing capacity in pharma
now taken by drugs to treat Covid19 or diseases resulting
from it, CDMOs like Minakem are standing by to secure drug
supply chains and provide to patient’s needs. I, therefore, do
rather see an increase in demand for manufacturing capacity
over the coming 12-24 months. Minakem is currently in the
process of expanding its technical asset bases to meet those
demands. We also optimize capacity utilization by constantly
reassessing our product portfolio: what has priority for 2020
and what production can safely be moved to a later point in
time to meet more urgent patient’s needs. We are also in the
lucky position to have multiple GMP-compliant and audited
production sites where capacity can be reallocated to some
extent to make room for unplanned, time-critical requests.
who need specialty chemicals such as electronics and
performance chemicals.
APIs: Development and production of generic APIs, either
under exclusive agreement for the global markets.
Final Dosage Forms: At present, we are focusing on the
domestic Chinese markets through either manufacturing by
ourselves or representing by MAH in western countries.
WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE.
Our key success factors are transparency and to be a reliable
partner for our customers. We consider our customers as a
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strategic partner and want to enable them to be successful
with their products. Our in-depth knowledge of the Chinese
manufacturing scene helps to identify raw- and starting material
suppliers we cannot manufacture in our own plants. The
continuous and personal contact with our customers is another
key success factor. Even in times of COVID-19, this is an important
element. A third success factor is that our manufacturing
plants and sites are fully compliant with international rules and
regulations such as US FDA, PMDA, EDQM and more. Moreover,
we are continuously investing to keep our plants at the state-ofthe-art for HSE, an important characteristic for Chinese producers.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR TARGET
MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
In the early phases of the outbreak, i.e. in February and March
2020, when also China went into the lockdown, we had some
difﬁculties to get raw materials for our production which
caused delays in our manufacturing, and to bring our workers
back to our facilities due to travel restrictions. Moreover,
logistics was a challenge, because even truck drivers could
not get to their workplaces. In the meantime, thanks to the
decisive intervention of the Chinese authorities and our efforts
to secure the supply chain, the situation is under control, and
activities are almost back to “normal”.

WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM
THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN WHICH COULD BENEFIT YOUR
OPERATIONS?
Procurement and Supply Chain Management is often
underestimated in a company organization, while it is a key
success factor to manage our own supply and to assist our
clients to secure theirs. It will be important to work only with
reliable providers (like Dorra) and to establish a strategic
relationship where together with our clients, we share demand
forecast, develop processes in partnership and work on the basis
of strategic manufacturing & supply agreements.

Simone Manzini, Business Development Manager Procos

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
Procos target markets are contract development and
manufacturing of small molecules API and GMP-advanced
intermediates, covering but not limiting to high potent
cytotoxic compounds and from small to medium-large
volume non-high potent products.
Small Molecule APIs still remain the majority pharma
business up to date, with a constant grow in the new
chemical entities and generic supply, developed by a
various type of pharma companies, like virtual companies,
clinical stage biotech and different size pharmaceutical
companies. It is a quite dynamic area, in which the current
trends are a faster drug development from preclinical to
commercial in which the molecules are becoming more
complex and active to speciﬁc target disease.

Open communication is another key element, and although
travelling may be less in the future, we have now welldeveloped applications to keep meetings and workshops in
remote mode.

THE TODAY’S SUPPLY CHAIN IN THE PHARMA INDUSTRY IS
EXTREMELY CHINA-DEPENDENT, ESPECIALLY FOR RAW AND
STARTING MATERIALS, AND FOR GENERIC APIS. WOULD
YOU SAY THAT THERE WILL BE A TREND TO RETURN SOME
MANUFACTURING TO EUROPE AND THE USA AND TO ACHIEVE
A TRULY GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT? WHAT IS YOUR
COMPANIES’ POLICY?
Being a Chinese company, we however believe that
the geographical location is not the most important
factor. Rather, your supply partner needs to be reliable,
transparent, financially solid and strategic. Some products
and productions will migrate “back” to some countries,
but others will remain in China because manufacturing is
not anymore possible in the USA, in Europe or in Japan.
This means that we, as Chinese manufacturers will need
to be compliant to Safety, Environmental and Health
regulations at the most advanced status. We therefore
see the present situation as an opportunity to even more
improve.

WHICH ARE THE THREE NEW TECHNOLOGIES THAT YOU SEE TO
BECOME IMPORTANT IN FINE CHEMICALS IN THE NEXT 3 – 5 YEARS?
At Dorra, we see that continuous processes – not only
chemistry – are an important topic to be implemented in
the next few years. Moreover, Industry 4.0, and in particular
automation in manufacturing will be an important factor
to make products at stable quality and to optimize cost.
In fact, Dorra has already a fully automated pilot plant on
stream at its R&D Center in Taizhou (Zhejiang Province), and
is transferring this know-how to manufacturing lines at our
production site in Makou (Hubei Province).

For example, in the oncology treatments (which is the largest
disease area developed in the pharma business), we found
the increase of very high potent API and intermediates
(as payloads for ADC), for very speciﬁc cancer targets,
in which the clinical development phase has a constant
acceleration. This trend leads suppliers like Procos to
constant implement new technologies and capabilities to
better support potential request of our customers.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
The most important key factor to success in the small
molecule API business as CDMO provider is to be reliable and
ﬂexible, providing high quality products, leading, over the
last decade, to increase the quality requirements to keep on
track on customers and regulatory agency expectations.
At the same time, the increase of new chemical entities
development and approval, led the needs to have
suppliers that can quickly adapt to sudden accelerations
or directions changes, but without compromising the supply
chain reliability.
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The combinations of these factors generate a
fragmentation of the API CDMO world in companies
specialised in speciﬁc development stage and speciﬁc
part of process supply (as regulatory starting material,
early intermediate, late intermediate and API supplier).
For example, Procos, due to the constant high quality
standards provided to our customers, has decided to put
a focus on the late stage intermediate and API, backintegrating (in agreement with our customers) the earlier
intermediates supply through a solid network of suppliers
and CDMOs.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET
AND EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
Procos is continuously investing in resources and capabilities
to provide high quality and reliability. Over the last 10 years,
it has been a continuous expansions of plant capabilities,
introducing small scale lines (from few g to multi-Kg) and
increasing our large-scale capabilities with our 12000 L
reactors and expanding our technological portfolio.
Just to mention some of them, in the last years we
implemented our High potent API unit that can handle
very active API (OEL as low as 10 ng/m3) integrated with
R&D, QC units and two cGMP manufacturing lines, we
introduced the ﬂow chemistry technology, we integrated
in our process development the use of QbD approach and
FMEA assessment to support the NDA ﬁling of our customers
with robust processes to the regulatory agencies.
To support that, also our quality standards continuously
increased over the years, keeping on track with the new

Amber Burch, Associate Manager - Purisys

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM
THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
Purisys LLC has a unique and diverse offering that is
capable of supporting multiple global markets.
As a recently formed subsidiary of Noramco LLC, Purisys
leverages the knowledge of a highly experienced team
to cater to customers in three unique areas: CDMO
synthesis, reference standards and synthetic production
of cannabinoids. Purisys is able to use our FDA inspected
GMP manufacturing suites to assist our customers
in producing NCE’s to support clinical trails through
commercialization. Our CDMO offering is differentiated
from the highly congested market by being able to handle
controlled substances (CI-CV), high potency products
and is NSP compatible. Coupling the manufacturing,
analytical, and regulatory knowledge and experience of
the Purisys team, we are poised to work with emerging
biotech companies that are looking for a reliable partner
for bringing compounds to market. The Purisys reference
standard program is comprised of over 300 unique
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regulations and cGMP requirements necessary for API
development and commercialisation.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND
POSSIBLE SETBACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
The current situation highlighted how is important to have
solid supply chains from multiple suppliers in order to overtake
any potential disruptions or unexpected situations, like the
one we have with the Covid-19.
At the same time, due to the continuous request from the
agencies to increase the product quality standards, for
example about the avoidance of nitrosamines, we expect an
increase of quality requirements all over the processes to early
intermediates and regulatory starting materials.
For these reasons, we expect an increment of RFP
requesting supply of regulatory starting material to API
and from all development stage. At the same time,
we foresee an additional acceleration of all clinical
programs to keep up on track all the activities stopped or
slowed down by the lockdown situation.
To cope this increased demand, we expanded our site
capacity adding an additional 110 m3 of reactor volumes and
a standalone Quality Unit, that will almost double our quality
capacity, giving more effective support to our customers
and the future ones. At the same time our Purchasing team
is consolidating our supply chain creating solid supplier and
CDMO networks to support on time our customer campaigns.

compounds that support both the pharmaceutical
industry and analytical testing markets. Coupled with
our custom synthesis that is able to produce difficult
and customer-specific molecules provides Purisys the
ability to offer our customers assistance in multiple
steps of their developmental pathway. This adaptability
has positioned Purisys to be able to quickly adjust to
fluctuations in the global market as is a key factor in our
continued success.
Although the pain management market has continued
to contract, Purisys has seen steady growth in our
abuse-deterrent and ADHD portfolio of products.
Our cannabinoids reference standard program has
gained market traction as we continue to carve out
our footprint in the rapidly growing cannabis testing
industry, which is projected to be valued at over one
billion USD by 2026. Our synthetic approach allows us
to access minor and unnatural cannabinoid scaffolds
in high purity with no risk of THC presence. This makes
our compounds non-controlled and therefore able
to be globally shipped without permitting. Purisys ties
the two aforementioned areas – product scale up
and novel compound synthesis - together in the form
of our commercial cannabinoids portfolio. Purisys
differentiates themselves on the cannabinoid market by
offering synthetically produced cannabinoids – and to
date have three commercial products – dronabinol in
sesame oil, cannabidiol (CBD) and nabilone.
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All these products are supported by commercial drug
master files (DMFs) that allow our customers to bring
pharmaceutical grade products to market.
Our cannabidiol has less than 10 ppm THC present at
the time of release and is stable at ambient temperature
for extended periods without the risk of THC formation.
In addition to these products, Purisys is rapidly building
out our commercial pipeline and has several minor
cannabinoids (notably CBN and CBC) that are available
for use in early clinical programs and are on track to
be commercialized in 2021. All these cannabinoids are
developed for use in the global pharmaceutical market
and are able to be produced repeatedly in high quality in
accordance with USP and ICH guidelines.
As Purisys operates in a niche market sector, the COVID-19
outbreak has had minimal impact on our overall business.
Purisys is dual sourced in our raw material suppliers so we
are able to leverage alternative suppliers as needed to
ensure security of supply. This is also key for our customers
that are confident they will not experience extensive
delays in our material. Purisys has taken steps to protect
our facility and employees by instituting work from
home orders for those employees that can and allowing
employees that work in our laboratories to work from
home when possible. We have also restricted assess to

Didier Combis, Vice President Business
Development - Seqens

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
SEQENS CDMO is uniquely positioned as an integrated
Drug Substance services provider to follow the full API life
cycle requirements and to manufacture a large piece of
the API value chain with facilities suitable for the requested
quality environment or containment level. This means we
can naturally become a long term strategic partner of a
pharmaceutical company since we are strong on several
key dimensions:
1.

2.

3.

The capability to offer under one roof the right services
and assets for each step in the development and later
in the commercial phase. This means it is possible to
build long-lasting partnerships, no need to change
to a new CDMO when the drug reaches a critical
milestones in terms of clinical phase, volume or patent
protection because Seqens can adapt its offering.
Integration in the synthesis from early intermediates which
gives a better control over supply security, cost and
quality control.
Multiple sites with appropriate technology or
containment, down to OEL of 0.1µg/m3.

As a conquence, SEQENS targets all the key segments
within the small molecule space: emerging pharmaceutical
companies to offer clinical API services , innovators for
commercial manufacturing and generic players.
In addition, besides APIs and regulated or non regulated
intermediates, SEQENS is now an established leader in
functional excipients for long acting drug delivery.

our location for customer audits. We are committed to
supporting our customers the best we can in the current
environment and are looking at each unique customer
situation before deciding on a path forward. We feel this
is the best approach to ensure our customers are being
given the best possible support in these unprecedented
times. We are also committed to working with local,
state and federal authorities as needed to ensure the
location stay current with all required annual inspections
in alignment with company policy. Where Purisys has seen
a change is not in the manufacturing of our products, but
in the application of our products. Several companies that
Purisys supplies are examining cannabinoids as possible
treatments to COVID-19 and other coronaviruses.
Purisys is dedicated to assisting these companies in
any way possible to help develop treatments that are
effective for fighting the COVID-19 pandemic. While the
long term effects are still waiting to be fully realized, Purisys
has a diverse business model that can be adapted as
needed. From our ability to support clinical manufacturing
to customers that may be looking to develop novel
treatments or cures for diseases to our standards business
that can make compounds related to impurities seen
during manufacturing or formulation of an NCE, Purisys
can adapt to the market as needed to ensure we emerge
from COVID-19 as healthy as possible.

The market we address is therefore a very large portion of
the 50+ $bn SM-Drug Substance CDMO. This CDMO sector
was outperforming global GDP growth by around three
percentage points with a total commercial and clinical
CDMO market to grow by 6.8 % CAGR as evaluated by
the 2020 Results Healthcare® white paper on this industry,
before the covid outbreak.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
Top level science, speed and technology with a good
understanding of the CMC and regulatory landscape stay
critically important for the clinical phase while compliance,
ﬂexible capacity utilization and OTIF turn to be essential for
commercial Manufacturing.
Over the last decade, we have seen a rise in the
importance of having a good control over the Regulatory
Starting Materials (RSMs) which capture a large part of the
API value. Methodologies like Quality By Design are now
well established and contribute to “ Right First Time” and
consequently to OTIF and customer satisfaction.
Finally, EHS and quality expectations are still rising.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET
AND EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
Two important technologies receive a major attention within
SEQENS in order to meet or exceed some of the emerging
key success factors: Biocatalysis and Flow Chemistry.
Both allow to in-source difﬁcult chemistry which was often
sent to China or India in the past, so they usually offer a better
control over Regulatory Starting Materials. Both can also allow
greener processes and therefore ease EHS pressure.
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Seqens is an important player in biocatalysis with a
dedicated R&D center in Nîmes, South of France combining
large libraries of microorganisms and enzymes with gene
engineering technologies and a strong know-how in scaling
up and manufacturing up to multi-tons scale.
Regarding continuous chemistry, there is a strong know-how
in the group for very large scale API production like aspirin
or paracetamol and a new laboratory has been set up in
our global R&D center in Porcheville ( Paris ) with a 1 M€
investment this year and a ﬁrst pilot equipment planned to be
installed by Q1- 2021 to perform Nitration and halogenations.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM
THE COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
Seqens has demonstrated a high level of resilience during
the Covid-19 outbreak with operations running at a 80%+
rate on average and few disruption in supply chains .
The organization beneﬁted from an important program
driven by our purchasing & sourcing teams since 2019 in
mitigating risks associated with asian sourcing through
dual sourcing and integration.
Several government bodies like in India or in the United
States are coming up with massive plans to fuel local
production of critical medicines and decrease their
dependency over China in particular.
I do not think that in the long term this will trigger a massive
change where each important countries would produce
all the important APIs locally but it is highly probable to see
a new equilibrium where the production of essentials drug
substances will be less geographically concentrated.

József Répási, Managing Director - Soneas

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
Although Soneas is a small company with approximately 200
employees we started a diversiﬁcation approximately 4 years
ago and targeted multiple industries. The pharma sector is
still our main focus, but our customer portfolio includes agro
company developing pheromone products, household and
ﬁne chemical companies. The diversiﬁcation and targeting
to niche products helped us to grow our business very rapidly
despite of the Corona virus situation and challenges in the
sourcing. We are expecting double digit and in certain
areas 20-40 % growth in our targeted markets and speciality
products in 2020 compared to 2019.

WHICH ARE THE MOST RELEVANT KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN
THESE MARKETS AND HOW DID THE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
CHANGE IN THESE MARKETS OVER THE LAST DECADE?
Unfortunately during the last 20 years a number of chemistry
manufacturing facilities has been closed in Europe and
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In addition, besides the Corona virus outbreak itself, a
new geopolitical risk arises especially due to the tension
between the US and China, but not only, as we have seen
with India banning exports of certain APIs. As the global
economy moves away from open trade, companies in the
life science sector need new strategies and relationships
that balance economic efﬁciency with supply security.
We can anticipate that the Big Pharma will progressively
integrate these trends in their manufacturing plan.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND
POSSIBLE SET BACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
We have seen some spot declines in demand from
certain customers having suffered from a limited access to
hospitals during several months. On the other hand, supply
security is now a top priority for most of our customers with
a stronger demand for solid European supply chains.
It is a little early to know with certainty which of these trends
will predominate by the end of the year but in the longer term,
the outlook is positive for CDMOs. We can anyway expect the
venture capital industry to stay very selective in funding emerging
pharma companies and according to GlobalData ® on August
25th, 1107 clinical trials were still disrupted due to the covid crisis.
If a second outbreak occurs, SEQENS will be ready both
internally having demonstrated the capability to operate
smoothly during the ﬁrst outbreak and externally, to supply
the portfolio of molecules manufactured by the group in
ﬁghting covid-19 including for the CDMO Business Unit some
APis for critical care like ketamine, clinical candidates or
critical chemicals for diagnostic tests.

service providers downsized their operations but we are
observed a signiﬁcant change in the sourcing strategy of
our partners and over the last couple of years Europe and
especially the Central-Easter European countries got into
the focus again. Growing number of US and Japanese
companies rediscovered this area and buying services
and product in increasing volume. CEE region, including
Hungary historically has a strong chemical and pharma
industry and despite of the increasing cost base can offer
good quality services at a competitive price. Highly trained
workforce is available in the region and being within the
European Union is a signiﬁcant advantage. Soneas not
only managed to survive the difﬁcult period during the
last decade but maintained its growth and expanded the
technological portfolio of the company. About a decade
ago we initiated a collaboration with XiMo, a metathesis
technology company and started commercial scale
manufacture of metathesis based products using XiMO’s
catalysts and technology for multiple industries. This product
range became the fastest growing business unit of the
company. Over the last year we installed special systems
for the metathesis technology including reactors working
with extremely oxygen and moisture sensitive catalysts, gas
treatment systems to handle the large volume ethylene
forming during the cross metathesis reaction and large
volume high temperature fractional distillation systems. The
design work of a new dedicated unit is in progress and we
hope that in 2021 we can multiply our metathesis capacity
by launching the new facility.
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WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND TO THE
END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU PREPARING
TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND POSSIBLE SET BACKS
SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK OCCUR?
Fortunately Hungary was one of the least affected country
by COVID and we managed to continue our research and
manufacturing operation without any interruption during
Q2 2020. This was a very fortunate situation as a number of
small biotech partners were forces to suspend the operation
for months during the outbreak. Of course we implemented
safety measures across the company including special shift
systems across the research laboratories to minimize the risk
of the infections and so far we managed to operate with

James Rogers, Head of manufacturing and supply Sterling Pharma Solutions

DID THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY CHAINS
AND TARGET MARKETS?
Covid-19 has affected every business in some way or another;
what we have successfully achieved is minimising the impact
to not just our business and our customers, but also to our
employees.
A robust supply chain has always been a key business
focus for us, and it has recently been tested in many ways.
However, it has stood up well in these testing times and
provided peace of mind for our customers. We have had
to leverage alternatives sources, and employ our business
continuity plans, but this is much easier when you have a
solid foundation to work with. Our operations have been
uninterrupted throughout the pandemic.
We are incredibly lucky to have a ﬂexible and agile team,
that has responded well to the changes we have made over
the last few months in order to continue to manufacture in
a safe and compliant manner. Throughout the pandemic

no infected persons from the company. We are expecting
rapidly growing demand for European services and products
and we are currently expanding our capacities to be able
to meet the rapidly increasing needs. To secure the supply
chain we are sourcing the key raw materials from multiple
sources from different geographical areas wherever possible
including European sources. As Soneas is now member of
Uquifa group we implemented a central sourcing function
and offering services from multiple locations, including
Hungary, Spain and Mexico. I strongly believe that the
demand for European made services and products will
continue to grow during the coming years and the CEE
region has a historic opportunity to rebuild the capacities
lost during the last decade.

our number one priority has been the safety and wellbeing
of our staff. Aside from alternating shifts and changing
ofﬁce layouts, we have invested heavily in a variety of
areas including increased personal protective equipment
and laptops to support homeworking, where possible. As a
result, our absence rate has been below 1% throughout the
pandemic.

WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
We are already seeing companies and governments looking
more closely at critical medicine supply in terms of the
number of regions they are reliant on, and the potential risk
this could present. Continuity of supply will now sit alongside
price, as a primary consideration when developing supply
strategies going forward.
Technology has of course been thrown into the spotlight.
For us it has accelerated a number of projects in terms of
installing new technologies, but it has also led us to explore
new technology to adapt and improve our ways of working.
One example of this is virtual auditing, which is something that
we can now offer customers, as well as virtual tours of our
facilities.

Albemarle and Ethyl Corporation. This, paired with the
latest technologies such as microwave, micro-reactors and
simulation of continuously running processes provides us a
solid basis to operate within this segment.

Uwe Brunk, President - WeylChem Group

WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S TARGET MARKETS? CAN YOU
PLEASE DESCRIBE THESE MARKETS IN TERMS OF THEIR MARKET
SIZE, SEGMENTS AND TRENDS?
One of our main activities is providing tailor-made solutions for
our customers, which are active players in Pharmaceuticals,
Agrochemicals, Personal Care, Catalysts and Ligands,
Pigments and Specialty Monomers. Within the Pharmaceutical
segment, our main focus is on the non-GMP business.
This entire market we value at approx. 12 Billion Euro.
Our customers beneﬁt from our entities being located in
Europe as well as in the United States. Thus, we are the only
custom manufacturer with production units in both continents
active inside the entire non-cGMP arena.
We also offer our customers a broad and years-long
expertise from our heritage of having been part of Hoechst

Additionally, we are strong in multistep synthesis with
hazardous chemistry, in C2 chemistry based on the largest
installed capacities for Glyoxal and Glyoxylic Acid as well as
Grignard reactions and various other modern metalorganic
chemistry. We also serve our customers with our mentality
to never-stop-improving, reﬂecting our on-going continuous
improvement processes. All this, coupled with the advantage
of a broad backward integration into many basic building
blocks for modern molecules.
As a further example of our expertise in the WeylChem Group,
I would like to draw attention to one of the companies in our
portfolio; PPC Chimie Fine, which regularly collaborates with a
high number of innovative as well as Generic Pharmaceutical
Companies. PPC Chimie Fine offers its customers more
than one hundred years of experience in bromination, with
an access to bromine being independent from the major
producers and an expert for specialties even in quantities of
several tons.
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Over the last few years, we have been able to develop a
strong network of western partners for all key raw materials
which gives us the unique position to offer all our products
without any potential supply disruptions from Asian supply
chains.

alternatives, especially for Pharma. Also, Pharma CDMO
organizations seem to aim for sourcing that is nondependent on Asia. This trend will likely have an impact
on the market on a longer term perspective and we are
well prepared for it.

For the above mentioned market segments within Custom
Manufacturing, we have experienced an annual growth
rates of 3-4% CAGR in the past which will now be further
accelerated as a result of the Covid-19 crisis with a strong
tendency to build up local supply chains, in Europe as well as
in the US.

We also see a renaissance of traditional chemistry
happening not only for Diazotization, Nitration, Amidation,
but also Halogen Exchange to name a few.

WHAT CHANGES DID YOU IMPLEMENT IN ORDER TO MEET AND
EXCEED THE EMERGING KEY SUCCESS FACTORS?
We recently announced two major investments to bring our
offering to the next level: First, we are implementing a new
multipurpose plant in France by upgrading our Specialty
Chemicals Assets and second, we started an investment
project into Halogen Exchange with Potassium Fluoride
at our Allessa plant in Germany to keep this technology
available in Europe. By doing so, we will add yet another
element to our offering that enables us to act independently
from Asian suppliers.
Besides that, we also invested in our team: In 2019, we
centralized all marketing and sales activities under the
WeylChem International umbrella and added a number of
very experienced people to our team. With the help of this
framework, we were able to move away from somewhat
isolated offerings of individual Group Companies. Today,
we have not only more partnering, cross selling and projects
with our customers, but also improved internal collaboration,
transforming us to a more solutions provider company.
This is complimented by an improved supply chain to fulﬁll
the requirements of our customers even better as well as
the upgrade to the new SAP S/4 Hana, a high-performing
integrated system, to bring our customer service to the next
level. All of the above reﬂects our customer centricity.

DID THE CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK AFFECT YOUR SUPPLY
CHAINS AND TARGET MARKETS AND IF SO IN WHAT WAY?
WHERE DO YOU SEE LASTING EFFECTS AND LESSONS FROM THE
COVID-19 LOCKDOWN?
We constantly see customers moving from China and
India centric sourcing back to European based sourcing

To ensure business continuity during the Covid 19 crisis
we developed backup plans for shifts at our production
locations and implemented safety and operational
health measurements in order to limit the risk of infections.
Additionally, we increased safety stocks on key raw
materials as well as booking shipments well in advance.
Especially in the current situation, a well-functioning
Pharma market is essential. Therefore, we are proud to be
able to help with our expertise to strengthen the regional
supply chains of major pharmaceutical companies and
Pharma CDMOs in Europe. In cooperation with CEFIC
through its sub-sector group EFCG, we contribute to the
activities of the EU Commission to fortify a European
supply chain for Pharmaceuticals to achieve an
independent medical supply for all inhabitants of the
European Union.

WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST IN TERMS OF MARKET DEMAND
TO THE END OF THE YEAR AND BEYOND? HOW ARE YOU
PREPARING TO COPE WITH THE FUTURE DEMAND AND
POSSIBLE SET-BACKS SHOULD A SECOND OUTBREAK
OCCUR?
We see ups and downs in the market demand, and
more fragility in planning. Pharma, Agro and Personal
Care have seen a high demand in the last ﬁve months.
However, we expect a slowdown in the second half of
the year. For Electronics, the reverse is true. To be able
to cope with all these changes, we have implemented a
very agile supply chain management to ﬁnd a balance
between cash optimization and fast reactivity in a
potential second wave of corona.
In the long term we expect all markets to return to normal
by another 9-12 months. Some markets will grow even
stronger than before as a result of the corona crisis.
These are primarily the pharmaceutical industry, but also
home care, personal care and the agrochemical industry.

